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Abstract

In this paper, we study the knowledge-based
abstractive sentence summarization. There
are two essential information features that
can influence the quality of news summariza-
tion, which are topic keywords and the knowl-
edge structure of the news text. Besides, the
existing knowledge-augmented methods have
poor performance on sentence summarization
since the sparse knowledge structure problem.
Considering these, we propose KAS, a nov-
el Knowledge and Keywords Augmented Ab-
stractive Sentence Summarization framework.
Tri-encoders are utilized to integrate contexts
of original text, knowledge structure and key-
words topic simultaneously, with a special
linearized knowledge structure. Automatic
and human evaluations demonstrate that KAS
achieves the best performances.1

1 Introduction

With the increasing of computing power and model
capacity, it is possible to generate mostly gram-
matical summarization of natural language text. In
general, there are two essential information features
of summarization: (1) topic keywords in text (2)
the knowledge structure of the text. These features
can basically cover all the information in summa-
ry generation, especially in sentence or short text
summarization. Therefore, considering this reason,
we are building a neural network model that inte-
grates both topic keyword context and knowledge
structure context.

Knowledge augmented summarization has been
intensively studied recently, most of which are
about document summarization. However, there
is not much research on knowledge-based sen-
tence summarization. The main reason is that
the existing methods are not applicable to sen-
tence summarization. The knowledge-based sum-
marization frameworks usually use GNN (Graph

1Code is in https://github.com/SeanG-325/KAS

Neural Networks) as the knowledge structure en-
coder. GNN is designated for encoding graph struc-
ture, and it has gained good performances on in-
tegrating knowledge graph contexts for documen-
t and multi-paragraph summarization. However,
the knowledge graph of sentence is usually sparse,
and GNN has poor performance in sparse knowl-
edge structure. Specifically, GNNs may cause
over-smoothing problem when training on the s-
parse graphs(Alon and Yahav, 2021), especially for
GCNs (Graph Convolutional Networks) (Kipf and
Welling, 2017), decreasing the robustness and per-
formance of the model. Therefore, we are creating
a new knowledge-augmented sentence summariza-
tion model considering these problems. Besides,
considering most of the knowledge based summa-
rization models are only applicable to English, we
are aiming at making our model applicable to mul-
tiple languages.

In order to address these issues, we propose
a special linearized knowledge sequence struc-
ture that are applicable to sentence summariza-
tion. Correspondingly, we propose a novel tri-
encoder framework KAS integrating three sepa-
rate encoders, considering contexts of original text,
topic keywords and knowledge structure simultane-
ously based on their salience. Evaluations demon-
strate that KAS framework and the corresponding
linearized knowledge structure enhances the per-
formances significantly. Besides, the structure of
KAS can be applied to summarization on multi-
ple languages. We have conducted experiments
on English and Chinese corpus and achieved best
performances on both.

2 Related Work

Knowledge-based Summarization The exist-
ing method for utilizing knowledge graph into text
generation and summarization is adding a separate
encoder to encode the vectorized knowledge graph
for context integration. Ribeiro et al. (2020) in-
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Algorithm 1 Knowledge Sequence Construction

Require: Text Sequence S; Triples Extractor E ;
Knowledge Graph Gk[∗][∗] = 0.
T = E(S)
for all e ∈ T do

if E(e.E) 6= φ then
e.E = E(E).E
T = T ∪ E(E)

end if
end for
for e ∈ T do
Gk[e.E1][e.R] = Gk[e.R][e.E2] = 1

end for
Collect the occurance locations in S for all ver-
tices in Gk as L = {l1, ..., lm}
SKG = DFSKGL(Gk, L)
return SKG

troduced a knowledge graph encoding strategy for
graph-to-text generation model. Koncel-Kedziorski
et al. (2019), Huang et al. (2020) proposed a text
generation (summarization) model integrated with
a GNN encoder (Veličković et al., 2018) using en-
coded graph data preprocessed from the input text.
Aiming at solving the possible sparse problem of
graphs, Konstas et al. (2017) and Fan et al. (2019)
proposed methods of graph linearization, and used
LSTM/transformer encoders to encode the graph
structure.

The Pointer Mechanism Pointer Mechanism
has drawn much attention in text generation(Miao
and Blunsom, 2016; Nallapati et al., 2016; Gul-
cehre et al., 2016; Eric and Manning, 2017). In text
summarization, Pointer-Generator Network model
(See et al., 2017) is proposed to keep the genera-
tion ability while using pointer mechanism. Sun
et al. (2018) proposed a method for using pointer
mechanism with multiple separate encoders. The
idea of Pointer Mechanism is setting soft or hard
gates to select from predefined vocabulary or input
sequences to generate tokens.

3 Summarization Framework

3.1 Knowledge and Keywords Construction
The whole linearized knowledge graph construct-

ing process is presented in Algorithm 1. For E , we
use OLLIE (Mausam et al., 2012) to extract triples
from English news texts. As few established tools
are for open domain Chinese triple extraction, we
extract triples from semantic rules using Language
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Figure 1: The Model Structure of KAS. The λi are soft
gates for distributing copy probabilities.

Technology Platform (Che et al., 2010). As shown
in the algorithm, fact triples in different granulari-
ty will be re-extracted until the granularity of the
entities and relationships (i.e. remove all attributes
and duplicate nouns redundancy) all triples is min-
imized, and we keep reconstructing the triples to
enhance the connectivity of the knowledge graph.
We assume each triple e has 3 elements: E1, R and
E2. The E in e.E denotes E1 and E2, which is
{E1, E2}. Then all edges (relationships) will be
converted to vertices.

We then generate the linearized knowledge graph
sequence by a modified DFS algorithm. The DFS
is modified on the start vertex selection and prior-
ities of different traversal paths. When traversal
starts or the current vertex has more than one path,
we select the vertex whose token first appear in
the source text as the next. It reduces text redun-
dance effectively and makes the framework focus
more on the key logic instead of other irrelevant
information.

In order to construct keywords topic sequences,
we use TextRank(Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) al-
gorithm to extract keywords from source text, and
make them in the order in which they appears in the
original text. This brings priori topic knowledge to
the model and makes the model explicitly consider
the keywords topic information of the text.
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3.2 Architecture
KAS takes as input a news text S = {xi}, a key-
words topic sequenceK = {ki} and a knowledge
sequenceG = {vi}, and let D = {S,K,G}. The
tri-encoder structure shown in Figure 1 integrates
the context of original source text, keywords topic
and internal knowledge. The RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019) is utilized for word embedding pre-training,
and we use the outputs of the last RoBERTa layer
as the input embedding for all encoders. We build
encoders to the generate hidden stateshS

t , hK
t , hG

t ,
which is hx

t = g(hx
t−1)(x ∈ D), in which function

g is a bi-directional LSTM. The hidden states in the
final time step of the three encoders, hS

l1
, hK

l2
, hG

l3
,

should be transformed into the decoder initial state
d0 = tanh(Wm · [hS

l1
||hK

l2
||hG

l3
]).

The attentions of the source text, keywords and
knowledge are computed as(αS

t ), (αK
t ) and (αG

t )
(Bahdanau et al., 2015). The context vectors are
computed as cxt =

∑t
i=0 α

x
i h

x
i , x ∈ D.

We decode with an attention-based decoder, the
decoder hidden state at timestep t dt is dt =
f(dt−1, c

S
t−1, c

K
t−1, c

G
t−1,yt−1), in which dt−1 is

the decoder hidden state, yt−1 is the decoder in-
put, cxt−1 are the context vectors. The function f
denotes to an unidirectional LSTM.

Hierarchical Attention The salience for the
three contexts should be automatically adjusted.
Therefore, besides the word-level attention in each
encoder, we further utilize a encoder-level hierar-
chical attention mechanism for ensemble context.
We compute the ensemble attention as

bx = uT tanh(W x
hcc

x
t +W x

hddt + b
x
h)

βx = softmax(bx), x ∈ D

βx is the hierarchical attention weight of the three
contexts in the ensemble context. We then compute
the ensemble context c∗t as

c∗t =
∑
x∈D

βxcxt

The ensemble context c∗t is a fixed length vector en-
coding salient information from the three contexts
of the tri-encoder model.
Pvocab(w) is calculated by scaling [ht||c∗t ] to the

vocabulary size and taking a softmax:

Pvocab(w) = softmax(Ws[ht||c∗t ] + bs)

To allowWs to reuse the linguistic in input embed-
ding and decrease the number of parameters, we

integrate weight-sharing mechanism (Paulus et al.,
2018) in the model asWs = tanh(Wemb ·Wsh),
in whichWemb is input embedding matrix.

Tri-Copy Mechanism We compute pcpy, which
is overall copy probability and will be distributed
to the three encoders:

pcpy = σ(Wcpy[ht||c∗t ] + bcpy)

Pcpy(w) is distributed to the tri-encoders with soft
gates λS , λK , λG. Here, λi(i ∈ D) automatically
adjust dt, yt−1, and the context vector cit. We
define λi as:

λi =
σ(wT

didt +w
T
yiyt−1 +w

T
cic

i
t)∑

x σ(w
T
dxdt +w

T
yxyt−1 +w

T
cxc

x
t )
· pcpy

(i,x ∈ D)

The training loss can be defined as the the negative
log likelihood of the target sequence:

L = −
T∑
t=0

log p(yt = w∗t |Pvocab,S,K,G, y<t)

in which w∗t is the target word at step t, T is
the length of the target sequence. The multi-copy
mechanism can make the model more inclined to
generate informative words.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset
We use LCSTS dataset (Hu et al., 2015), which con-
tains a training set of 2.4M online Chinese short
news texts in Chinese social media SinaWeibo. We
choose 725 pairs from the test set with high anno-
tation scores as our test set. Besides, we consider
the annotated Gigaword corpus (Rush et al., 2015),
which leads to around 3.8M training samples and
1951 test samples for evaluation.

4.2 Experiment Settings
The model is mainly implemented in Tensorflow2.
In the data preprocess step, we use Jieba3 for Chi-
nese words segmentation and topic keywords ex-
traction, and LTP(Che et al., 2010) for knowledge
extraction. For English we use OLLIE to extract
knowledge triples. For our model, we have 512-
dimensional hidden states and word embedding.
We use a predefined vocabulary of 60k words for

2https://www.tensorflow.org/
3https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba

https://www.tensorflow.org/
https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
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Models RG-1 RG-2 RG-L
PGEN+COV(See et al., 2017) 38.22 25.80 35.46
GLOBAL(Lin et al., 2018) 39.40 26.90 36.50
NCLS(Zhu et al., 2019) 39.71 27.45 37.13
CATT(Duan et al., 2019) 44.35 30.65 40.58
LEXICON(Wan et al., 2020) 42.3 29.8 38.4
KAS
+Kw 40.74 27.30 36.96
+KG 43.04 30.01 38.82
+KwKG 44.42 31.07 40.71

Table 1: F1 scores on the LCSTS dataset in terms of
the full-length RG-1, RG-2, and RG-L. Bold means the
best. "+KG" and "+Kw" means the model augmented
by knowledge and keywords separately.

Models RG-1 RG-2 RG-L
SEASS(Zhou et al., 2017) 36.15 17.54 33.63
GLOBAL(Lin et al., 2018) 36.30 18.00 33.80
GENPARSE(Song et al., 2020) 36.61 18.85 34.33
CPDS(Wang et al., 2019) 37.01 17.10 34.87
KAS
+Kw 36.74 17.51 33.73
+KG 37.01 18.02 34.47
+KwKG 37.46 18.89 35.01

Table 2: F1 scores on the Gigaword dataset in terms
of the full-length RG-1, RG-2, and RG-L. Bold means
the best.

both source and target in word-level inputs. Ada-
grad optimizer is used with learning rate 0.15 and
an initial accumulator value of 0.1. All models are
trained on a single NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti GPU,
with a batch size of 64 on inputs.

4.3 Automatic and Human Evaluation

The model is evaluated with the standard ROUGE
metric (Lin, 2004), shown in Table 1 and 2. We
use the F1 scores for ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and
ROUGE-L.

Besides the automatic evaluation, we further con-
duct human evaluation for the framework. We ran-
domly sample 100 articles from LCSTS test set and
ask 3 Chinese native speakers to rate summaries
of our systems and the baseline (PGEN+COV), a-
long with outputs by human-written summaries.
After reading the articles, each judge scores sum-
maries on a Likert scale from 1 (worst) to 5 (best)
on (1)informativeness and (2)fluency. Besides, in
the experiment we noticed that the outputs of KAS
are more diversified and attractive to readers, so
we test (3)diversity: whether the summary arouses
annotators’ reading interest. We consider two types
of unfaithful errors: (i) hallucination error and (ii)
logical error. We ask the annotators to label each

Case Study

ST:

ST: Sinopec plans to promote the property right reorganization of 

downstream oil sales business, which is known as a breakthrough for 

central enterprises to develop mixed ownership and break monopoly. 

The private enterprise boss said frankly that if the monopoly of oil 

sources in gas stations is not released, the significance of transferring 

part of the space at the equity level is limited: "it’s meaningless to let 

private capital participate in the shares without solving the problem 

of oil source."

Ref:

Ref: Private oil enterprises boss: it's meaningless to let private capi-

tal participate in shares without solving the problem of oil sources

+Kw:

+Kw: Private oil enterprise boss: it's meaningless to let private capi-

tal participate in shares

+KwKG:

+KwKG: Private oil enterprise boss bombards Sinopec plan: it's

meaningless to let private capital participate in shares without solv-

ing the problem of oil sources.

Figure 2: A case study on the LCSTS dataset. ST is
source text; Ref is reference summary; +Kw is key-
words augmented; +KwKG is keywords and knowl-
edge augmented.

Models Inf.↑ Flu.↑ Div.↑ HE.↓ LE.↓
PGEN+COV 2.92 3.43 3.52 18% 35%
KAS
+Kw 2.97 3.92? 3.47 10% 31%
+KwKG 3.82? 4.47? 4.15? 3%? 12%?

HUMAN 4.30 4.63 4.48 17% 2%

Table 3: Human evaluation on informativeness (Inf.),
fluency (Flu.) and diversity (Div.) (1-to-5), and halluci-
nation error(HE.) and logical error (LE.) (0-to-1). Bold
are the bests. ? : Significantly different from all other
models. (p < 0.05)

type as 1 for existence of errors and 0 otherwise.

4.4 Analysis
The automatic evaluation scores show that KAS
achieves bests on LCSTS and Gigaword. The Table
3 shows that KAS augmented by both keywords
topic and knowledge achieves the best results in all
indicators, with significant enhancements.

A case study on LCSTS is shown in Figure 2.
The words marked green are the key information
of the sentence, and the words marked blue are the
diversified and eye-catching words generated by
KwKG model, which is augmented by both key-
words and knowledge. We can see that the model
only augmented by keywords (+Kw) mistakenly
ignored some key points in the sentence, while the
KwKG model contains all summary points.

Further, we find that diversity indicator of sum-
maries is enhanced significantly, which is reflected
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in Table 3. Specifically, in the experiment we found
the KwKG model may usually generate diversified
words, as showed in the figure (marked blue). As
LCSTS is a dataset of social media news in an eye-
catching style, we speculate while the knowledge
structure may enhance the understanding ability
of the framework, it can implicitly enhance the
memory of the writing styles of the training set.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we propose KAS, an abstractive
summarization framework augmented by knowl-
edge and topic keywords that supports multiple
languages. Experimental results show that KAS
generates more qualified summaries and achieves
the best performances. In the future, we aim at en-
hancing attractiveness of sentence summarization
based on our structure.
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Appendices
A Details of Human Evaluation

Here we show the details of the indicators in human
evaluation.

Informativeness It is the indicator reflecting
whether the generated summary covers all impor-
tant information points in the input text.

Fluency The indicator reflecting whether the
summary is grammatically correct, clear and coher-
ent.

Diversity The indicator reflecting whether the
summary arouses annotators’ reading inter-
est(which is a key quality indicator of social media
news summaries).

Logical Error The error for model of generating
summaries whose logic structures contradicting
with which in the original text (such as summariz-
ing "A is B’s dog" as "B is A’s dog").

Hallucination Error The error for model of gen-
erating summaries containing the facts that are not
in or cannot be inferred from original text.

B Case Study

For details and case study, we randomly pick an
example of generated summaries in Figure 2. The
original examples (in Chinese) are shown and all
the texts are carefully translated into English for
reading convenience. The words marked in green
are key information points in original text, and
the words marked in blue are diversified phrase.
The examples demonstrate that the combination
of knowledge graphs and keywords sequence can
increase logicality and diversity in Chinese summa-
rization tasks.
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Examples of summary

ST:

ST: Sinopec plans to promote the property right reorganization of downstream oil sales business, which is 

known as a breakthrough for central enterprises to develop mixed ownership and break monopoly. The private 

enterprise boss said frankly that if the monopoly of oil sources in gas stations is not released, the significance 

of transferring part of the space at the equity level is limited: "it’s meaningless to let private capital participate 

in the shares without solving the problem of oil source."

Ref:

Ref: Private oil enterprises boss: it's meaningless to let private capital participate in shares without solving the 

problem of oil sources

+Kw:

+Kw: Private oil enterprise boss: it's meaningless to let private capital participate in shares

+KwKG:

+KwKG: Private oil enterprise boss bombards Sinopec plan: it's meaningless to let private capital participate

in shares without solving the problem of oil sources

ST:

ST: The Ministry of education requires schools and kindergartens to formulate specific measures to prevent 

table waste, and to promote the civilized way of eating with small portions and full meals for many times. 

Primary and secondary schools around the country also need to carry out social surveys on catering consump-

tion, office paper and household water consumption, and participate in experience activities in social practice 

bases of grain saving, water saving and environmental protection.

Ref:

Ref: Opinions on extensive and in-depth development of thrift education in primary and secondary school 

kindergartens

+Kw:

+Kw: Ministry of Education: schools should formulate specific measures to prevent table waste

+KwKG:

+KwKG: Requirements of the Ministry of Education: schools guide students to be diligent and thrifty

Figure 3: An example of generated summaries on the LCSTS dataset. ST is source text; Ref is reference summary;
+Kw is keywords topic augmented; +KwKG is keywords topic and knowledge augmented.


